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SOCIAL MEDIA CHATTER
IN CHINA
Taiwanese Receive Fake News Regarding Nancy Pelosi’s
Visit To The Country: Soon after US House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi visited Taiwan, the citizens of Taiwan began getting
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fake news regarding her visit to the country. According to
various fact-checking organisations (like Taiwan Fact-Check
Centre), the people were getting news which insulted Nancy
Pelosi, showed off China’s military strength in the drills and
belittled Taiwan’s status. A fake news surrounding her visit
was regarding her health was also being circulated. According
to the fact-checking organisations, a message was circulated
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that she was hospitalised upon her arrival in Japan. Moreover,
a piece of fake news claimed that her airplane was shot down
in the Taiwan Strait.

NEWS IN CHINA
Several former local politicians and “hardline separatists”
pleaded guilty to “conspiring to subvert state power" on
Thursday. The case will be handed over to the Hong Kong
High Court in September and November. Among the people
who pleaded guilty are; former law professor Benny Tai Yiuting and “secessionist” Joshua Wong Chi-Fung, Tai, Wong and
former lawmaker, Wu Chi-Wai. Lau Siu-kai, the deputy head
of the Chinese Association of Hong Kong and Macao Studies,
said, "The prosecution's victory, in this case, is beneficial to
establishing the prestige of the relevant laws, deter the antiChina rioters who deliberately endanger national security, and
also promote national security education in Hong Kong
society and maintain national security and Hong Kong's
stability and prosperity."
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INDIA WATCH
It was recently reported that India and
China would take part in the joint military
drills that are hosted by Russia. Although
China enjoys a close defence link with
Russia, it stated that it wanted to push the
bilateral relations to a “higher level.” The
war drills are amidst the Russo-Ukraine war
and Western countries have expressed
their dismay at the drills. While India
enjoys a strong friendship with Western
countries, it has been accused of providing
diplomatic cover and opposing Western
sanctions and arms sales to Kyiv. India has
the opportunity to show its covert support
to Russia, its all-weather ally, by taking part
in these drills. Moreover, it has the
opportunity to showcase its military
strength to China and discourage it from
threatening us at the border. The joint
military drills are an excellent way to boost
diplomatic and military ties between the
nations participating in them and India will
largely benefit from it.

